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Build better relationships & PLAY UP:  What Game Are You Playing? 
We all have the same amount of time each day.  Yet, some people 
accomplish so much more than others.  What is it that they do that makes 
them successful, noticed, and results-oriented?  Learn a simple framework 
for thinking about your relationship goals, actions, and habits each day. 
Start thinking about how you build relationships and your messages.  These 
key words are the keys to what other people think about you before you 
show up at “the game.”  For many people “Playing Up” comes in the form of 
a book or a business success, for others it’s taking a simple risk such as 
calling a client that you weren’t sure you could land.  Walk away with more 
inspiration and several immediate actions than you had before hearing Cathy 
Paper speak. 
 
What would happen if we started cheering each other on? 
 
Mix personal drive, emotional sensitivity, and connection.  The result is  a 
framework and ideas delivered by Cathy Paper to bring out the best in 
others. Come hear a few lessons learned and insights for yourself or your 
team. Cheer yourself on first. Then cheer another person to be their best 
strength and compassion. 

Networking On & Off The Screen: Apply Networking Consistently to 
Running a Business, Launching a Job Search or Promoting a Book. In this 
interactive session you will learn: 

● how to set goals, personal and professional, 
● take inspired action, 
● and make the most of the relationships and connections you already 

have in place.  
 
Walk away with a goal, a target map and 20 tips on keeping in touch with 
your network to achieve desired results. 
 
This session covers a variety of applications of the power of goal setting and 
the impact created when the power of the network is harnessed with 
genuine, long-term intentions. 
 
 
Building Profitable Products 
Making a product such as a book, online training or teleseminar requires an 

 



 

understanding of what your audience needs.  We've built hundreds of 
products and know how to connect with audiences, build buzz, and make 
sure your product cuts through the clutter. 
Having a proven formula makes the creative process faster and delivers an 
output that the customer can recommend to their contacts. 
 
 
Build your buzz for you and your company with The Paper 
Process™ 

  

    
  
Program Description 
There are a million ideas out in the marketplace.  People don't remember ordinary, they remember meaningful 
and valuable. People want to be entertained and educated.  They also want to connect.  Once you have their 
attention, how do you keep it and be meaningful and engaging? Today's cluttered environment requires having 
a strategy, for you or your business, and using tactics to get noticed, get into the spotlight, build momentum, 
and bring out the best connection you can with people. Identifying key messages, using humor, finding out why 
everyone's attitude matters, and having a purpose beyond yourself is how to build the buzz.  
It takes time to get going, but once it does, building the buzz clarifies and magnifies your personal and 
professional brand.  That's ultimately good for business. 
 
Take-aways: 

● You know what you stand for and craft the messages other people say about you. 
● Employees, customers and vendors know what you are proud of and your priorities. 
● Your Top 25 network knows how to refer business to you and is able to make stronger 

connections. 
● You can determine if you want to seek out more exposure in a structured manner. 

 
Value: Become more equipped to assess your personal and company brand.  Each person will 
learn The Paper Process™ and be able to create a 91 day RockStar traction plan™ to 
document and identify what are their priority steps to keep reinforcing in the marketplace.   Even 
if you don’t take all ten steps to be in the spotlight, you will be able to direct your employees to 
keep building the buzz for you and your company. 

Network like a ROCKSTAR: Ten steps to find your style and build your fan 
club. 

People don't remember ordinary, they remember meaningful and valuable. 
People want to connect.  Once you meet, how do you keep relationships 
meaningful, productive and engaging? You can become a networking 
ROCKSTAR, with the ten steps to develop your networking style and take 
action. 
 
Attendees will learn. 
The four corners of relationship building 
A relationship map and how to expand your reach as an introvert 
Three steps to take to build a fan club 

Handouts: Four corners of relationship building, Relationship Map, The Paper Process™ 

 



 

 
 

Short Biography: 
She is the founder of RockPaperStar Inc. a boutique consulting firm specializing in coaching, 
marketing and promotion for business owners.  Cathy has coached executives at Best Buy, 
Paramount Pictures, John Deere and Apple as well as many Minnesota-based privately held 
companies and service-firms. Leaders learn how to use The Paper Process™ to build their 
buzz, save time and increase results through relationships and networking.  Cathy is a national 
speaker, a columnist for the American City Business Journals, a winner of NAWBO vision award 
and Minnesota Business Real Power 50 and a former Minnesota State Tennis Doubles 
Champion.  
 
Longer Biography: Cathy Paper, M.A.,knows how to improve people and increase results. She 
is the founder of RockPaperStar Inc. a boutique consulting firm specializing in coaching, 
marketing and promotion for business owners.  Cathy has coached executives at Best Buy, 
Paramount Pictures, John Deere and Apple as well as many Minnesota-based privately held 
companies and service-firms to build their buzz and create a Top 25 relationship map. Through 
her use of strengths-based assessment, networking savvy and marketing insights she guides 
leaders to take inspired action to define and reach their goals to grow themselves, their teams 
and their organizations. Cathy is a national speaker, a columnist for the American City Business 
Journals, a winner of NAWBO vision award and Minnesota Business Real Power 50 and a 
former Minnesota State Tennis Doubles Champion.  
 
 
“Cathy Paper is an extraordinarily resourceful and tireless worker. She has an impeccable reputation, 

she’s a very creative thinker, and is very goal oriented. Her clients don't pay off on effort, they pay off on 

results and Cathy knows how to get results. She's helped me immeasurably in successfully launching my 

last 3 books – and all 3 became New York Times Best Sellers. She's very tech savvy and has a wicked 

sense of humor. Bottom line is - she gets it.” 

 

Harvey Mackay, Chairman of MackayMitchell Envelope Company and #1 New York Times Bestselling 
author of Swim With The Sharks Without Being Eaten Alive 

 


